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This, pa-der examineL; some of the implications for educational

planninc; suiested by the International Council for Educational

DeveloPment's (ICED) _recent studies of education for rural

development) Though the paper focuses on education in the

poorest rural .areas and 'poorest countries much of what is

said aLso applies to urban areas and to higher income count ies.

Vne.thrust of the argument is that educational planning

as generally conceive and practiced over the past dozen years

must be drastically reoriented to serve the emerging new

strategies of integrated rural development that are now being

widely advocated by international'agencies and are beginning

to be adopted by more and more developing countries.

Tor the most part, educational planning,'along with the

rearch nd training activities 'associated with it, has

concentrated on formal education systems, and especially

on' nationwide planning of centrally managed systems within

. the purview of ministries of edacation and "national'education

-Tho ICED studies were sponsored by the World Bank and
U.:ICL72 and were contributed to by numerous developing

rics and the United I';,ations and bilateral assistance
The'throe main-Leports issued to date include: -

(1) ND.w_?aths to Learning fcr Rurn1 Children and Youth;
(2) At-Cacia,Iftiura-1-1.)ovarty: Mow Nonformai-faucation Can

Edu:J:tion 1:07 Devolopment: Ccse Studies for
DLAIne-5 A fourth purAication, New aiucational Strategies:

Serve Rural Children and Youth, is in process of final
revision.
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budgets." Despite the important technical advances in this

type of educational planning in recent years, its perspec.,:ivu

is far too narrow and its methodolocies too clodely tied to

the particular features of formal education to have more

than limited utility for meeting-the educational planning

needs of rural development.

The new type of planning required for this purpose

must encompass a much wider range and variety of educational

objectives, .clienteles, and activities; it must be much more

'decentralized and flexible in order to adapt to important

local differences in learning needs and to integrate educa-

tional activities with related development goals and activities;

and j't, must gi-re much greater attention than in the past to

the poorest subgroups in rural populations who have been.

largely bypassed by formal education and by the whole

dev,:lopment process.

Obviously this is.far too large and complex a matter tc5

be dealt with adequately in a single paper. What follows,

therefore, is limited to a few.selected observations that

seem especially timely and relevant to the IIEP/SIbA seminar.

The following basic questions (which I do not propose to

answer in full) provide a useful framework for these comments.

1- What is meant by rural development and how should

. education be perceived in this conteyt?

2. What are the essential learning needs of rural

populations?
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3. :iow adec:uatoly, and by what different means, are

tcse learning needs currently being served?

. nat are some of thc more promising and feasible

ways of responding to these learning needs adequately?

S. ;:hat are the implications of all of the foregoing

r the planning of rural education?

vil to ourselves at the outset that rural

ro:Jrasent upwards of 3C percent of the total population

ol ;)st lowcr income nations, and that over the next 20

years, notwithstanding the strong urban migration, their

a:osclute rum'sars will continue to increase rapidly. As many

as or more of tc rural people (depending on,the

coun'Lry and ?articular area) are imprisoned in absolute

poverty, struggling simply to survive. Of todays rural

children 90 percent or-\more will live out their lives ln

th countryside, and, des?ite the rosier impression conveyed

-by national school participation statistics, in many rural

areas fewer than 10 percent of the children actually obtain

a full primary schooling, making.them members of an elite

and prime candis for migration to cities.

Viewed against these hard reali'-ies, the perennial

advocagy of universal schooling and of equalizing'the

-educational offerings and opportunities for urban and rural
. -

children ;not to mention adults) strikes a chord of unreality.

7
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A similar sense of unreality surrounds the opposite advocacy

of "deschooling" these rural societies in the name of banishing

inequality and exploitation, and of substituting for conventional

schooling a new style of liberating education that Would give

birth to aggressive demands for ,social and political change,

Whatever its appeal, this strategy would require a cadre of

extraordinary teachers beyond the reach even of the riChest

nations. These opposing advocacies, and many others in between,

provide unlimited room for philosophical and ideological

disputation. But for better or worse the schools (and the

constraints on further expansion and transformation) are

among the important realities of the landscape of developing'

nations, and are likely to remain so for a long,time to.

come,,even under'revolutionary circumstances.

The Meaning of Rural Development and Education

To talk sense about planning education for rural populations

and rural development one must start with a realistic and coherent

vision of rural development and a perception of education that

fits it.

Until recently,. most economic planners and agricultural

authorities loosely equated rural development with increased

agricultural production (particularly the production of

major commercial and,export crops that improved the statistics

of GNP and foreign tradle balances). Today, however; this

concept is seen as clearly too narrow and superficial o

accord with the realities. The view adopted here is. that

8
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rural development is a much more complex and long-term

process, involving a fundament, 1 transformation of rural

LocieLdes--socially, economically, and politically.

A corollary to this broader view is that the prime motive

power for rural development must come primarily from the

rural people themselves. For this to happen, they must

acquire new insights and perceptions of themselvt:s and the

world around-them, new attitudes and new hope in the.future,

and many kinds of new knowledge and skill s useful to

realizing these hopes. This kind of transformation is

essentially what 'education for rural development is all

about, and this is how it must be broadly viewed by

educational planners. In contrast to the conventional notion

_that_equatQs educationwith schooling, this larger view

equates education with learning and envisages learning as

a lifelong process involving a great variety of experiences.

and *institutional arrangements.

To shift frJm the narrow institutionalized view of

educa`..ion to this brOad functional view requires a mental

leap that is extremely difficult for anyone.whose habits

'of thought have been confined and deeply grooved by long

assodiation with formal education. One striking evidence

Of this intellectual-difficulty is the compulsion of Many

educators and students of educational planning to conceive

of "basic education".and nonformal education very n,Irrowly

in terms of the limited objectives and content of the standard

9
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school curriculum, and as something applying mainly to

school-ago children and youth (except for adult literacy).

The Learning Needs of Rural Populations,.

In the real world the basic learning needs of rural

children and adults are far more numLrous and diverse

than those that formal schools were ever designed to

serve, for these learning needs are tied to the total

spectrum of human needs, activities, and opportunities.

The moat fundamental needs are associated with sheer

survival--the knowledge and skills, for example, to secure

sufficient food, drink, and shelter to sustain life, and

to protect one's self and familY against hostile elements;

the ability to communicate and cooperate within one's own

social group; and a set of shared values, beliefs, and

types of behavior coMpatible with sustaining the integrity

andicontinuity of the society.

These survival needs are of dominant concern to the

one-third to one-half of all rural families eking out an

existence in absolute poverty. Their dream, when they dare

to dream, is to lift their heads even slightlyaboVe the

survival level where they can afford to start dreamil.;7

bigger dreams and to have at least a fighting chance of

realizing them. Until then, their view of life remains

fatalistic, ar '.deas of putting their children through-

school.or of becoming literate themselves are likely to

seem remote and irrelevant.

With encouragement, however, they may become eager

1 0
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te idreve .f.eoa su .)11,

.w to gur,:. Cele ho-Ith and snfety of their

c. and oL:her h"7.,:xds; how to

i.LA :sve L.hoir snelter elezhing; how to acquire occupational

to i,l)rove employment possibilities; and how to

LhAr 1:.Ves through expanded social and recreational
A

a.-.d the Zuller onjoymont of their inherited

ealtare. cncy may also beace interested in learning how

:1,roater coc=ar.d over heir own destiny and how

ts soc al, economic, and political environ-

r(lent so t.o o.)en op?ortunities for a more secure and

sati,;fying life.

iamilies alroady above the absolute poverty

level--wiLh c eater assets and seIL-confidence and a

belie:: that upward mobility ia possible, at least for their

a more odvanced set of perceived learning needs

.1d a .2enerally stronger inclination to take advantage.of

aval.:.a.)le learning opportanitiea. r,:hey are usually more

"nxious than their poorer neighbors--and more able economically--

L:3 sand their children to school, in the hope that at least

one of them will climb tne acadamic ladder far enough to

ac:,,ire regular employment in the city's modern sector.

These relatively bette...-off rural people are also quickest

to ake advantage of nonformal education opportunities,

agricultural e;:tenoión services, health and family planning

services, ew skill, training programs, literacy courses, and

the like.
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just aa the learing needs of rural people vary greatly

according to their socio-economic circumstances,.they vary

also according to family, community, and occupational roles,

and according to the ecology and the development level of the

particular geographic arca. Although it is useful and legitimate

for general analytical and planning purposes to classify different

population subgroups and their various learning needs by broad

categories (for eXample, the "minimum essential learning needs"

of rural children and youth sketched in New Paths to Learning2),

ip specific situations these needs vary,considerably in

detail. For eXample, though farmers generally need to learn

about improved production technologies as they become avail-

able, what rice farmers need to learn differs from what wheat

or fruit faTmers need to learn and what the small subsistence

farmer requires.'is often very different from the needs of large

commercial farmers. Similar, if perhaps less'obvious, differ-

ences exist in Other fields 6uch as health, nutrition, family

planning, and occupational skill training.

Thus, in sharp contrast to the,assumPiien of homogeneity

of learning needs that underlies standardized syllabuses,

2Philip H. Coombs, New Paths to Learaing for Rural Children
z.nd Youth (New York: International Council for Educational
Development, 1973), pp. 14-15.

12
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textbooks, and time schedules in formal education systems,

great care Must be taken in shaping the content of nonformal

education programs to allow for the heterogeneity of learning

"needs. Emohasis needs to be given to generating relevant

timely local-specific educational-content and materials.

mass media, though they have a large and greatly under-

utilized potential for serving rural learning:needs, have-

serious limitations in this respect. In particular, care

should be taken not to oversell communications.satellites as

.a panacea for meeting rural learning needs.

It is important also tO recognize that rural learning_

needs are not fixed--again in contrast to the implicit .

assumption underlying' Schbol curriculums. Once a. rural area

becomes dynamic, the.learning needs--and the interest in

learning new things, such as new types of occupational

skills--proliferate rapidly. In such circumstances, literacy

programs become more relevaAt and have a better chance of

success because the written word becomes increasingly functional

and indispensable in the daily life of the evOlving- local

economy and society, and more and more functional roles

require a working mastery of literacy.

'Even in less ..d,/namic situations the content of eduCational

programs has to keep one jump ahead of the moving frontiers

of people's know;edge. AA agricultural extension service

that conveys the same message again and again like a broken-

record will soon lose its audience; if the nesSage Was good,

many farmers will have already applied it and will be anxious

13
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to get on to the next step. Family planning and nutrition

programs that repeatedly harp on the same theme soon bore

their listeners. As a general rule, the more relevant and

successful rural education programs are in.satisfying. the

needs of their clients, the faster they have to work to keep'

up with the heightened-interests and learning demands of their

clients.

. Existing.Means.for Serving Rural Learning Needs

ICED's case studies dnd other evidence all confirm that

there is an enormous and widening gap-between the extensive'

learning needs of rural populations and the existing means

for serving them. For convenience of exposition we shall

discuss these means Under three general headings: informal:

formal, and-nonformal education--though there are hybrids

that cutacross these categories.

Informal educationlearning in unstructured fashion from

one's daily experiences and exposure to one's socio-economic

environment--is by all odds the largest and most iMportant

means of meeting the learning needs of rural people. Yet

.paradoxically informal education has been the least examined

meanS and lez...7,t appreciated .by.educatic.31 experts. This

"natural" moth:: of learning is truly uniVersal but in substance

differs .enormously according to-differenceS in local "learning

:environments." In- "traditional" societies undisturbed by

forces of modernization (of which few remain in the world),

informal educatiOn .the principal means by which the

14
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accumulated corpus of wisdom, beliefs, and practices of the

particular society, clan, or tribe are passed on to each new

generation. But as new ideas, techniques, and understandings

invade the society and gain acceptance, they become incorporated

into the local learning environment and are spread through

informal education.

Thus, in the past 25 years informal education has undoubtedly

been a larger disseminator and promoter of innovations in

previously tradition-bound societies than all types of organized

education programs combined. The learning environments of

rural areas, though still heaviiy.laeen With traditional lore,

'nave been considerably altered by the mass media, by.visitors

frot and to the more modern world outside, by the penetration

of new products, services, and technologies, and most importantly;

by the very notions of innovation, change, and progress. The ,

-"modern" schools are another of the many forces that have been

modifying village "learning environments."

But informal.education has also-been a major bulwark

against change in rural areas. It has frequently been a means

for resisting the intrusion of seemingly hostile.ideas,

techniques, and practices that appeared--especially in the

eyes of locale "gatekeepers"--to jeopardize the integrity or

.structure of the society, 'Then there is the different kind of

phenomenon where new and valuable informat:ion, technologies,

and services reaching,a rural area:from-the rapidly modernizing

urban oasis have become monopolized by strong local groups or

individuals to theirsown advantage, exacerbating existing social
r.

and economic distortions and-inequities in the community.

15
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Not long ago, cnly acadoialic anthropologists and rural

sociologists were intc-:rested in these matters; educational

e...zperts, if thcy recognized the crucial and dominant role

education in rural societies, quickly dismissed

it as soiething tl-Dat ;-.ov:ld not be planned anc that had little

relevance to forma21 cdcatIon. BY now it has become clear that

informal cdu al:ion cannot be dismissed or ignored, that it must

he taken seriously into account by rural education planners.

Turning now to formal education, we hardly need to review

here the well-knon and much criticized shortcomings--both

-cuantitatie and qualitative--of rural primary and secondary

schools, or the economic and other constraints that will :nhibit

their further e;,:pansion and their future improveMent. These

shortcomings, however, should not be allowed to obscure the.

commendable efforts that poorer countries have made to bring .

new educational opportunities to rural children and youth, nor-

the positive benefits they have generated (which in sum are

probably considerably greater than their severest critics admit).

The undeniable fact remains, howeyer,_that these benefits have

gone mainly to a Small minority and that the sChool system has

turned out to be far less an instrument of democratic

ecualization-than a potent tool of,. heightened social and

economic inequalit,T. (It is unwise,
. however, to accept

popular and uneNamined stereotypcs uncritically; we still

..now far co little about the school's actual influence on the-

16
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any youngsters who drop out early, and about the pcsitive

and negative Side effects that village schools have had .

and are likely to have on the community at'large.)

Whatevet the contributions of rural schools, they have

fallen drastically short of earlier goals and expectations.

Y.oreover, even with massive expansion and reform, they could

meet only a fractional part of the truly basic learning needs

of rural populations. The sooner this reality is recognized

and generally accepted, the sooner the debate over school

policy and reform and the future potentialitieS of the schools

can be cleansed of emotional rhetoric and placed on rational

grounds.

Finally, a few observations about nonformal education, and

hare it is important to distinguish betweenthe relatively newer

types and the older indigenous-types. of nonformal'education

in developing countries.

Over the past. 20 yea;cs; a great number and variety-o

.nonformal educational programsdefined here as organized and

purpoSive educational activities outside the structure of the

fotmal school systemhave-been implanted throughout the.

developing world; usually with outside assistance and often

bearing a strong external.,stamp.- They include a vast assortment

Of clienteles, methods, objectives, and subject .matter stretching

,acrosS literacy, agrioulture,,various kinds of occuPational

.

training, health and. nutrition,'cshool equivalency, family

pranning, home economics administration and management, and

numerous other fields. .17
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The ayailc.:.,10 evidence suggests that, taken aS a whole,

these activities have served useful purposes, though -they

have varied greatly in their general efficacy and impact'

and, like formal schools, have.frequently fallen far short

of ii.tial hopes and exoectations The great majority have

b,!en far tCo small and served far too few people to exert a

-far-reaching impact, even when,.judged by other'criteria,

they were quite successful. But no few of them, including

soma that were heavily financed.; were ill-conceived at the

outset and proved to. be as inefficient and ill-fitting as.the

sclools are to often acCused of being

most significant about these programs is that,

collectively, they have demonstrated the siZable potentialities

of nonformal education,,and they have yielded a large crop of\

important practical lessonsboth-positive and.negative on hcN

to.go about, and how not' to go about, .exploiting these

potentialities.

T'he other category of nonformal education activities

mentioned abovethe older -indigenouS onesexit on a.sizable
;

scale in most developing countries. TheSe activities, like.

2:0g-rams, take many fOrms and cover a wide rangeof

subjects, and have major social roles. Systems of

religiOus'instruction, fer example, sometimes 7,roduce more

local literate:, than the official schools. .The indigenous

medical specialists andmidwives who operate local health
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s!ystems are often important teachers of disease prevention,

child and maternal care, first aid and other subjedts

relating to health. These activities also play a much larger

and more i;.portant role in the ecOnomies of developing oountries

than is generally appreciated by either economists or educators.

.?:-;,ong the most important of the nonformal learning Systems,

economically, are the diverse apprenticeship systems covering

a variety of occupations, including some that involve new

and sophisticated products and technologies (e.g. , repair of

mc.tor vehicles, electronic equipment, and power boats, and the

:71anufa-cture of diesel pUmps). There can be little question that

their ,"graduates" are contributing far more to the day7to-day

functioning and growth of econoMies--,and at far lower cost

ahd wastage--than are the .suM total of graduates of modern

vocational and technical SchoOls.

In sumafary, all three of the modes of education.reviewed

above.have made significant contributions, but they are grossly

inadequate in their present state to serve the essential

educational requirements of rural populations and rural

.development. Yet they-constitute important foundations to .

build on.. The question'is how to go about building.

Promising Possibilities for the Future
-

There are innumerable and economically feasible technical

possibilities for reducing the .zural educatiOn gap through

combinations of all three modes of educatiOn discussed above.

But'technically Sound.solutions are not enough; to translate.

them successfully into action requiressastute diagnosis and

planning -the strohg support of political and educational

1 9
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leaders and of the people themseivL,s, and not least of all, the

overcoming of manv stubborn logistical and bureaucratic

obstacles. further recluirement is thst many of these

eductionhl actions must be closely knitted to reiated

development actions, becoming integral components of various

development subsystems. And the most fundamental requisite

fo4.- their success is that there be a strong and coherent

national strategy of rural development cutting across all

sectors and embracing a rural educational strategy as an

-htegral part. Admitedlv.these are extremely'ditficult

conditions to satisfy, but they need to be candidly recognized

in order to avoid llusions, miscalculatiOns, and false hopes

that ean do more harm than good.

All new educational initiatiVes need not be suspended

until all these conditions are rcie. These requiSites should

be seen-as indicating:tha lOng-'term directions in which to

move when formulating short7term actions. .And there are

abundant opportunities, in :very.country, for' taking important

ne:,--t steps:

Having thus cirdumscribed my optimiSm, I should like.to

sUggest a few illustrative areas of opportunity and lines.of
IA

approach that offer promise and merit early attention by developing

countries and external assistance agencies.

2 0
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1. R6ori271iltion ana trancformation of the schools. Despite

their admitted shortcomings, it would be naive to write off the

schools as a lcst cause. They are there, -they represent a large

investmentand no matter what critics may say they are likely

to remain there and keep on consuming major resources. The .

question is. whethr and how they can be reoriented and

reshaped into a, stronger and more positive force for rural

development. Given enough determination and time, there is a

,good possibility that they,can be, thOugh it will be more

difficult and take longer Some countries than in others to

abandon the once-fetching .tre;egy of linear expansion that

Las dominated the educati:. scene for'so long.

Each country--even each community--will have to work

out its own ,best solutions, but there are seVeralguiding

principles that might be useful to all. The first is that

if the schools are to become major participants in, and

Promoters of,, rural development,,their'overriding objective

must be to prepare thegreat majority of children and youth--

those who will'remain-in the countryside-7to make the most

oftheir limited opportunities. This need not preclude them

from alSo preparing a minority of especially able and motivated

.young people, for moving on to higher .leveis of' the.formal..

. education systes...
NN

The second prinoiole is to cut the Gordian knot,that ties

aqe to grade and grade tON.sUbject, and to abandon.the notion
N\

that learners must attend school full time on a fixed academic
NN

calendar in order-to acquire an clucation, which is demonstrablyN
2
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an invalid :premise. To serve the prime purpose indicated

above., schools must adapt themselves to the convenience

and exigencies of the pupils, their families, and the

community, not the oppcLite way around. School schedules

should be flexibly adapted, for example, to th agricultural

cycle and to the Laperative home duties of young people;

failure to do so has been an important-cause of early

dropouts.. Older children and youths who missed schooling

earlier or dropped out prematurely should have easy access

to a "second chance," (The-limited evidence available to

ICED suggests that these older students, having gained greater

maturity and motivation, are likely to learn much faster and

with greater retention, on a part-time basis, than the'

conventional school calendar provides fox-J..

The third principle is that the schools should continue

to contentrateon c-,:eral. education (the function they do best)

and-not attempt to provide occupational' skill training-(the

function they perform poorly). This does not mean that schools

should cling to the old cur iculum and textbooks'and methods.

A'revised general education .program should, among other things,

emphasize orientation toward work and toward the.local environ-

ment, and it should usethe local community and economy as

learning resources.(just as infOrmal education has'done all

along) and.thereby integrate education withthe real life of

'the learners, rather than alienating them from their environment.

2 2
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Me practical difficulties in transforming the schools

along these lines arei.of course, many. Some will point out

thut such changes.would result in an inequitable and

2olitically unacceptable "dual system." The reply,to that

c'ojection is that such a dual system already exists--in fact,

'if 'not in form--and it is working powerfully against the

welfare of the great,majority who remain in the countryside

and against rural development as a whcle. Others will protest

.t:-.at these changes would handicap the brightest in, achieving

access to postprimary schooling. But this'is not unavoidable.

:.:oreover, It is difficult to believe a school system that

mainly ,the brightest and the well-born at tremendous

,denalty to the great majority can long endure in today's

circumstances. Still others will worry about the "erosion

of standardS"--but what standards and whose standards?

What are the standards for preparing thoSe rural young people

who are condemned to live in the countryside to live .a more

decent and satisfying lifein these admittedly liMited

Circumstances, and to'do their part toward improving the

conditions of the countryside-7for the benefit of themselves

and others?

'Changing the-primary schools alone, of Course, will not

suffice. Upper echelons. of the formal system are equally in

need of major overhaul, apd r.7!rhaps. this must take precedencei-

or at least go on simultaneously--since it is.the,higher echelons

2 3
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4-hc orientat-ion of the lo,:er schdoi:- and keep

thenCfrom changing. Why should there not be rural-oriented

univer that give bright and motivated rural youngsters

ecual op:-:.rtunity wlth urban ones to develop administra*ve,

professio:.-1, and cemiprofessional careers in rural services?

not have educational instieuticns that address their

c'al science, biological, and other research to solving the

massive problams of rural people?

2. *ninr,7' indic_271cus lr7:arninq systems. One of the

c_uestions most urgently in need of research is how indigenous

laarning sy.,tms could be helped to do a broader and better job

wi'enout destroying or corrupting their basic character. One

ibilitv, for example, might be for highly institutionalized

vocational:training schools, whose 19h costs and dubious

results raise serious questions al.:out their viability and

jus*-c'cation, to turn their attention to helping upgrade and

broaden various indigenous -craining systems by working part

time with both the master craftsmen and their apprentices.

cc:.nor.ants into local development pr-..:jects.

.Xost major development projects aro. designed by engineers,

agriculturalists, constrUction experts, or other specialists .who

are p.rone to focus theirattention mainly on the physical

components'and tend to neglect the essential human components

reciuired for the project full Success. Conversely, most

educational- projects are .designed by educational andtraining'

2 4-
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cialists who focus education and training, seen as a

-aparate activity; and fail to give adeiluate attention to how

the education and training resulta will be used.

The World Bank, for one, is now giving more attentiOn

to the inclusion of proper educational components in major

agricultural and rural development schemes, and the'ILO

and FAL have increased their concern for ensuring that the

training schemes they assist become .effectively tied in with

neighboring development projects. All would agree that much

remains to be learned about integrating the human learning

components with the physical components of development

projects. Paradoxically,those who are pioneering on this

important frontier seem'to be getting little help from the

professional experts in educational planning.

4. Tyinc related educational orograms together. If foithal

education is too monolithic, nonformal education suffers from

'just the opposite ailmentsevere fragmentation. This reflects

the natural compulsion of each group with a specialinterest

and responsibility to ru:: its own show. Some developing

countrieS, far example, have as many as six cir more .

different agricultural extension programs, specializing

in different commodities, and often they are unaffiliated

'with what should be closely related agricultural credit or

marketing schemes.

, 2 5
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e field cf family life improvement is especially

marked by .frec.;mentation, with separate programs.of health,

sanitation, nutritien, family planning, home economics,,

maternal and c,hild care, and so forth--all independently

seeking to reach and influence the same families in the

same communities. *Apart from the enormous waste involved

in the duplication of delivery systems, these narrow, single-

purpose approaches are very confusing to their common clients,

who are not accustomed to viewing their lives as divided into

so many s-)ecializcd pieces.

A mere*coherent and cooperative approach, founded on a

broader and more unified vision of what is required to improve

th e. overall quality of rural family life, could unquestionably

produce better results with the resources already

oef.ng spent. The family.life improvement program in Kenya,

assistod by the TAO, points to the possibilities.

Clearly Cne.first reruirement for this more integrated

approach--ia this particular field and in others--is to over-
..

-come some sticky bureaucratic obstacles..The further require-

ment is Skillful diagnosis of.the possibilities in each

situation and imaginative planning to take advantage of these

poSsibilizies, fo:-owed of course by effective implementation.

5. Tag Thclro exists in virtually every

developing country an impressive array .of resOdrces that could

ba used more fully to meet.important rural learning needs.
7

Examples the broadcasting systems (often devoted*largely

26
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to sheer entertainment) ; the information bureaus of ministried

(often preoccupied wIt'h press releases and other forms of

publicity and promotion);,underutilized school facilitils

and teachers; newspapers and periodicals; and creative talent

in the,private sector that could be mobilized to generate more

effective educational software.

Beyond these more obvious examples, there are in rural

areas many loca/ resources with a significant educational

potential: for example, competent craftsmen and farmers who

could help train others; able students and other literate

people who could teach others; midwives and other local

"specialists" who, with appropriate training, could spearhead

various iMprovements and innovations; innumerable opportunities

for On-the-job training in agriculture and other enterprises;

local markets anclother congregating points where exhibitions,

film showings, and the like could convey useful knowledge; and

indigenous forms of entertainment and coMmunication, such as

puppet shows and ballad singing, which in some places are

already being used to bring new ideas, and information to rural

people.

, The problem, of course, is to mobilize and organize these

r sources and to plan their, use in relation-to major learning

needs. This is seldom easy, but it has been done in a variety

of places. Tanzanian newspapers now carry regular educational

Tages for new literates, and new regional papers are being

created for the express purpose of bringing fresh ideas and

useful knowledge to rural people. Thailand is using its school

facilities and teachers on an impressive scale to provide
Cr

a.
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tecnacjers and youn,j adul4s :ith "Lccond chance" educational

programs. The AC23 program in Colombia is using a radio

network, a newspa:per, a variety of small bulletins and texts,

and unpaid local volunteers to serve a wide variety of basic

learning needs of thousands of poor.campesinos throughout the

country. In Indonesia new locai skill training programs, closely

'LLed to t local econom,,are springing up and are making use

of local craftsmen and farms to prepare young people to.start

nterpriscs of their own.

Th e foregoing 'nos been merely a rough sketch of some

of the possibilities of meeting rural learning ,needs' more

adeuatelv; these and Other possibilities urgently require

closer investigation.

Imp/iations for Educational Plahhing

It Should be obvious from tha,previous pages of this paper

that the author sees great now challenges and changes in store

for educational planning. 'Whether and how these challenges

will be met, a d' who will-take the load in broadening and

reorienting tha perspectives, concepts and methodologies of

educational planning-to match these challenges remain to be

seen. Ey way of summarizing some of the implidations,'I submit

the followingpropositions:

1. Educational planning Cannot- remain the exclusive

preserve of formal education--and zinistries of

education; virtually all ministries and-other

operati.Lg oraanisations (voluntary -as .well as

officLa2) mast b,ecome involved in.educational planning.

2 8
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2. Though the need will remain for broad national

level planning, more and more educational

planning must be decentralized to subnational

levels closer to the scene et action.

3. Educational planning at all levels, but .especially

the lower ones, must be melded with development

planning, including particularly the planning of

individual development'schemes in specific areas

to ensure that such schemes contain adequate and

appropriate learning components and serve as major

training grounds. For these purposes, educational'

planners frequently.will have to become members of

mixed planning teams, abandoning their, isolation and

subordinating t:.leir specialized perceptions to a

wider perspective of integrated development planning
.

that transcends individual sectors. They.must also .

stop thinking of edu,.:ation as'a separate sector:

Educational planners will be obliged to play.a more

creative and innovative rOle, both as designers of

new "models",to fit particular needs and circumstances

and as engineers for adapting existing models to

changing needs and conditions.

4 Educational planning,rile continuing to pay close

attention to quantitative data and to costs and other

economic aspects of educational activities will have

2 9
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to give mueh closer attention than previously to

the sociological, cultural, political, and

organizational aspects of education which often

do not lend themselves to statistical expression.

5. As educational planning movcs downward and oUtward,

beeeming more intimately tied to actual operations

and probleir,s of implementation and extending over

a much wider range of -,ctivities, many people who

are not full-f2edged professional planners will

have to assume important planning functions as part

of their.overal/ work. This development Will create

important training requirements for which no amPle

provisions yet exist:-

One could elaborate these propositions at length and

add additional ones. But perhaps -the central point

,germane to the.IIEP/SIDA seMinar has-been sufficiently emphasized

--namely, that the IIEP and all other international, regional,

and, national organizations concerned with educational planningi

should not nck for interesting and importantendpavors for

many years to com&.


